The Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) is being developed as the future imager on the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) series, slated to be launched in approximately 2012 with GOES-R (Gurka and Dittberner 2001). Similar to the current GOES imager, ABI will be used for a wide range of qualitative and quantitative weather, oceanographic, climate, and environmental applications. ABI will offer more spectral bands, higher spatial resolution, and faster imaging than the current GOES imager. ABI spatial resolution will be nominally 2 km for the infrared bands and 0.5 km for the 0.64-μm visible band. While the instrument will allow a flexible scanning scenario, two basic modes are envisioned. One mode is that every 15 min ABI will scan the full disk (FD), plus continental United States (CONUS) 3 times, plus a selectable 1000 km × 1000 km area every 30 s. The second mode is that the ABI can be programmed to scan the FD iteratively. The FD image can be acquired in approximately 5 min. Given that the current GOES imager takes approximately 25 min for a FD, this implies there will be a fivefold increase in the coverage rate.

ABI has 16 spectral bands; five are similar to the 0.6-, 4-, 11-, and 12-μm windows and the 6.5-μm water vapor band on the current GOES-8/-9/-10/-11 imagers (Menzel and Purdom 1994; Ellrod et al. 1998), and another is similar to the 13.3 μm on the GOES-12/-13/-14/-15 imagers and the GOES-8/-9/-10/-11 imagers (Hillger et al. 2003; Schmit et al. 2001, 2002). Additional bands on ABI are 0.47 μm for aerosol detection and visibility estimation; 0.865 μm for aerosol detection and estimation of vegetation health; 1.378 μm to detect very thin cirrus clouds; 1.6 μm for snow/cloud discrimination; 2.25 μm for aerosol and cloud particle size estimation, vegetation, cloud properties/screening, hot-spot detection, moisture...
determination, and snow detection; 7.0 and 7.34 μm for midtropospheric water vapor detection and tracking and upper-level sulfur dioxide (SO₂) detection; 8.5 μm for detection of volcanic dust clouds containing sulfuric acid aerosols and estimation of cloud phase; 9.6 μm for monitoring atmospheric total column ozone and upper-level dynamics (Steinbrecht et al. 1998); and 10.35 μm for deriving low-level moisture and cloud particle size. Each of these bands is often used in conjunction with other bands in a multispectral approach for product generation.

There will also be improvements in radiometric performance, image navigation, and registration. Even with smaller detector sizes, the specified signal-to-noise ratio will be better on the ABI than on today’s imager. Image navigation specifications call for at least a twofold improvement to 2 km.

A cost–benefit analysis study, undertaken by Mitre Corporation, surveyed a number of areas where economic benefits can be realized. The “total annual marginal benefits showed a combined annual marginal economic benefits from ABI and Hyperspectral Environmental Suite (HES) to be approximately $1.47B annually (2003 dollars) and a discounted (present value) sum-of-direct benefits of approximately $7B across a 15-year effective benefit life cycle.”

While ABI represents an exciting expansion in geostationary remote sensing capabilities, it will not be operating alone. Where appropriate, ABI will be used in concert with the GOES-R high spectral resolution sounder and, to a lesser extent, the coastal-waters observations, on the GOES HES. The high spatial resolution ABI data will enable detection of subpixel clouds in the HES infrared measurements (Li et al. 2004a), important for improved HES soundings, and the high spectral resolution HES measurements will offer improved surface emissivity estimates needed for ABI skin temperatures and cloud heights. Every product from the current GOES imager will be improved with data from ABI (and HES), and a host of new products will be possible. The improved products will include hurricane intensities, land and sea temperatures, cloud–top heights/temperatures, identification of fires and hot spots, aerosol and smoke detection, insolation, precipitation, and fog. In addition, ABI will be able to detect upper-level SO₂ clouds (given a sufficient density and spatial extent), monitor plant health on a diurnal time scale, and infer cloud–top phase and particle size information.

The enhanced utility of the spectral bands on the GOES-R ABI are being studied in two ways. One way is to use forward model calculations for various atmospheric spheres; the resulting weighting functions and brightness temperatures (BTs) are compared with similar bands on current instruments. Another way is to use existing satellite data; broadband imagers such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; King et al. 1992) are resampled to ABI spatial resolutions or high spectral resolution data from the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS; Aumann et al. 2003), the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) Atmospheric Sounder Testbed-Interferometer (NAST-I; Smith et al. 1999), or Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS; Vane 1987) which are convolved with simulated ABI Spectral Response Functions (SRF). Both ways are used in this paper to demonstrate future ABI capabilities.

The spectral locations for the six visible/near-infrared bands proposed for ABI are shown in Fig. 1, along with spectral reflectance plots for snow and vegetation; the spectral plots are from the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) library (see online at http://speciLib.jpl.nasa.gov/). The additional spectral coverage and spatial resolution over the current imager will allow for the generation of more products, refinement of existing products, and detection of features not previously observed by GOES. These visible/near-infrared bands will enable or improve detection of haze, clouds, surface vegetation, cirrus, snow cover, and aerosol particle sizes. Vegetation estimates can be obtained by comparing the two bands on either side of the 0.72-μm vegetation reflectance transition region, while snow can be determined by comparing

![Fig. 1. The spectral coverage of the six visible/near-infrared bands along with spectral plots of reflectance from grass (green curve) and snow (red curve). The current GOES imager has only one visible band centered near 0.65 μm.](http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/pdf/10.1175/BAMS-86-8-1079)
two visible bands on either side of the 1.4-μm snow reflectance transition region. Figure 2 shows the spectral locations for the 10 infrared bands proposed for ABI. The spectral coverage of ABI is markedly improved over that of the GOES-8/-9/-10/-11 and the GOES-12/-N/-O/-P imagers. Weighting functions, shown in Fig. 3 for a standard atmosphere at satellite zenith angle of 40°, show that the peak of the ozone-sensitive band is farthest aloft, followed by the three water vapor-weighting functions, and then the CO₂-sensitive band, and, finally, the various surface-viewing bands. These weighting functions display the vertical distribution of upwelling radiance sensed by the ABI infrared (IR) bands. Simulated ABI SRFs were used in a fast radiative transfer model—the Pressure-layer Fast Algorithm for Atmospheric Transmittance (PFAAST; Hannon et al. 1996)—to calculate these weighting functions.

A discussion of the heritage of each spectral band is given in section 2. Section 3 briefly describes each of the bands on the ABI. Some products that are possible with the GOES ABI are summarized in section 4. Finally, a summary is presented in section 5.

**HERITAGE OF ABI BANDS.** Each ABI band has been chosen to better meet user requirements by building upon experience with satellite and aircraft instruments, and possible synergy with spectral measurements from advanced high spectral resolution instruments. Selection of the ABI bands draws upon the heritage of existing GOES bands (on the GOES-8/-9/-10/-11 and GOES-12/-N/-O/-P imagers and the current GOES sounders), complementary relationship with bands on other operational satellites such as Meteosat-8, research satellites such as MODIS, and experience with aircraft test beds such as MODIS Airborne Simulator (MAS). With improved spectral and spatial resolution and higher radiometric accuracy over the current imager, these bands will support weather nowcasting, numerical weather prediction, oceanography, hydrology, land surface, natural hazards, and climate applications [the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NOAA/NESDIS 2001)]. The primary heritage instrument for each ABI band is summarized in Table 1.

The 0.47-μm band is based on experience with a similar MODIS band. This band has flown on a number of other satellites, including the Sea-viewing Wide Field of view Sensor (SeaWIFS) and is planned for the
TABLE 1. Summary of the wavelengths, resolution, and sample use and heritage instrument(s) of the ABI bands. The minimum and maximum wavelength range represent the full width at half maximum (FWHM or 50%) points. [The Instantaneous Geometric Field Of View (IGFOV).]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future GOES imager (ABI) band</th>
<th>Wavelength range (μm)</th>
<th>Central wavelength (μm)</th>
<th>Nominal subsatellite IGFOV (km)</th>
<th>Sample use</th>
<th>Heritage instrument(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.45–0.49</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Daytime aerosol over land, coastal water mapping</td>
<td>MODIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.59–0.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Daytime clouds fog, insolation, winds</td>
<td>Current GOES imager/sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.846–0.885</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Daytime vegetation/burn scar and aerosol over water, winds</td>
<td>VIIRS, spectrally modified AVHRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.371–1.386</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Daytime cirrus cloud</td>
<td>VIIRS, MODIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.58–1.64</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Daytime cloud-top phase and particle size, snow</td>
<td>VIIRS, spectrally modified AVHRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.225–2.275</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Daytime land/cloud properties, particle size, vegetation, snow</td>
<td>VIIRS, similar to MODIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.80–4.00</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Surface and cloud, fog at night, fire, winds</td>
<td>Current GOES imager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.77–6.6</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High-level atmospheric water vapor, winds, rainfall</td>
<td>Current GOES imager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.75–7.15</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Midlevel atmospheric water vapor, winds, rainfall</td>
<td>Current GOES sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.24–7.44</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lower-level water vapor, winds, and SO₂</td>
<td>Spectrally modified current GOES sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.3–8.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total water for stability, cloud phase, dust, SO₂ rainfall</td>
<td>MAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.42–9.8</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total ozone, turbulence, and winds</td>
<td>Spectrally modified current sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.1–10.6</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Surface and cloud</td>
<td>MAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.8–11.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Imagery, SST, clouds, rainfall</td>
<td>Current GOES sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>11.8–12.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total water, ash, and SST</td>
<td>Current GOES sounder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>13.0–13.6</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Air temperature, cloud heights and amounts</td>
<td>Current GOES sounder/GOES-12+ imager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visible/Infrared Imager and Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) instrument. Also, the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS)-3, launched in 1967, provided the first color image of the entire Earth via a multicolor spin scan cloud camera that included this “blue” band (Suomi and Parent 1968). The 0.64-μm band continues the current GOES imager and sounder measurements; a visible band in this spectral range has flown on geostationary imagers since 1966 with ATS-1.

The 0.865-μm band provides geostationary measurements introduced on polar-orbiting Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR); the ABI band has been spectrally narrowed to minimize influence of a water vapor absorption feature near 0.80 μm, thus, mitigating the effect of atmospheric changes on surface products (M. Griffin 2001, personal communication; Sieglaff and Schmit 2003). The 1.378-μm band has been chosen from experience of MODIS.
with daytime cirrus clouds and its use within the MODIS cloud mask. The 1.6-μm band has heritage from AVHRR, but has been narrowed (similar to the spectral width of the corresponding MODIS band) to give a less ambiguous cloud-phase determination. The 2.25-μm band is based on experience with the 2.1-μm band on MODIS, but has been shifted spectrally for a better cloud particle size determination (King et al. 2003).

The 3.9-μm band continues current GOES imager measurements. Geostationary applications with this spectral band were first possible with the Visible and Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) Atmospheric Sounder (VAS) in 1981; the 3.9-μm band was introduced with AVHRR. The 6.19-μm band is based on the current GOES imager and Meteosat-8. Meteosat-8, the new generation Meteosat (launched in 2002), has 12 bands, including a number of the infrared bands selected for ABI (Schmetz et al. 1998, 2002; Woick et al. 1997). The 6.95-μm is similar to bands on the current GOES sounder and Meteosat-8. The 7.34-μm band is based on the current GOES sounder and a similar MODIS band, although this band has been spectrally shifted to better detect upper-level SO₂. The 8.5-μm band is derived from experience with MODIS for products such as cloud phase, dust detection, and upper-level SO₂ concentration. Meteosat-8 also carries a similar channel (8.7 μm). The 9.6-μm band was spectrally widened with respect to traditional ozone-sensitive infrared bands on the current GOES sounder to minimize the sensitivity to rapidly changing brightness temperatures. The 10.35-μm band is based on experience with the MAS including cloud-top microphysics and surface properties. The longwave infrared window (11.2 μm) band is similar to many bands on past and existing instruments. The 12.3-μm band, the long wavelength part of the “split window,” is similar to bands on both the GOES-8/-9/-10/-11 imagers and the current sounders. The 13.3-μm band continues measurements from the current sounders and GOES-12/-NI/-O/-P imager.

### BANDS PROPOSED FOR ABI

The spectral bands proposed for the ABI are summarized in Table 1; approximate spectral widths, central wavelength, and approximate subsatellite point resolutions are indicated. Table 2 gives complementary information about the current GOES imager spectral bands. The current imager oversamples in the east–west by a factor of 1.75 (Menzel and Purdom 1994). The calibrated, navigated ABI data will not be oversampled, but will be remapped to 2-km spatial resolution.

#### Visible bands

The 0.47-μm band on ABI is intended to provide data throughout the day at mesoscale resolution—a geostationary complement to the polar-orbiting measurements. This band is well established on MODIS in low-Earth orbit on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s) Terra and Aqua platforms. The geostationary 0.47-μm band will provide nearly continuous daytime observations of clouds, dust, haze, and smoke. Measurements of aerosol optical depths (AOD) will help air quality monitoring and forecasting. The geostationary

---

### Table 2. Summary of the bands on the current GOES imagers from Hillger et al. (2003). The minimum and maximum wavelength range represent the full width at half maximum (FWHM or 50%) points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current GOES imager band</th>
<th>Approximate wavelength range (μm)</th>
<th>Central wavelength (μm)</th>
<th>Nominal subsatellite IGFOV (km)</th>
<th>Sample use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.53–0.75</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cloud cover and surface features during the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.8–4.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low cloud/fog and fire detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.5–7.0, 5.8–7.3</td>
<td>6.7 (GOES-B8/-11), 6.5 (GOES-12+)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Upper-level water vapor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.2–11.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Surface or cloud-top temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.5–12.5</td>
<td>12.0 (GOES-B8/-11)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Surface or cloud-top temperature and low-level water vapor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12.9–13.7</td>
<td>13.3 (GOES-12/-N), 13.3 (GOES-O/-P)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>CO₂ band: Cloud detection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
satellite perspective enables tracking aerosol transport (Kittaka et al. 2004). This blue band (0.47 \( \mu \)m), combined with a green band (which will need to be simulated from other bands and/or sensors) and a red band (0.64 \( \mu \)m), can provide “simulated color” imagery of the Earth, ocean, and atmospheric system. Measurements in the blue band will provide estimates of slant-range visibility that are valuable for aviation applications; shorter wavelengths (blue) are scattered more in haze and air particles than the longer wavelengths (red). The 0.47-\( \mu \)m band will also be useful for air pollution studies and will improve numerous products that rely on clear-sky radiances (i.e., land and sea surface products).

During the daytime, the 0.64-\( \mu \)m band will assist in the detection of fog, estimation of solar insolation (Diak et al. 1998), and depiction of diurnal aspects of clouds. The 0.64-\( \mu \)m visible band is also used for daytime snow and ice cover, detection of severe weather, low-level cloud-drift winds, smoke, volcanic ash, hurricane analysis, and winter storm analysis. A similar band on the current GOES imager has demonstrated many of these applications, although the ABI will have a factor of 4 improved spatial resolution. Images of lake-effect snowbands are shown for a number of spatial resolutions in Fig. 4. Note the finer features in the 0.5-km data (upper-right panel) as opposed to either (MODIS or GOES) 1-km data (lower panels).

**Near-infrared bands.** The 0.865-\( \mu \)m band, along with the 0.64-\( \mu \)m band, will be used for detecting daytime clouds, fog, and aerosols, and calculating a normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). This band can help in determining vegetation amount, estimating aerosol properties, and studying ocean characteristics. The current GOES lone visible channel (approximately 0.65 \( \mu \)m) does not delineate burn scars, thus, this band on ABI has potential for detecting forest regrowth patterns. As demonstrated with Meteosat-8 data, it is anticipated that low-level winds may be derived from time sequences of 0.865-\( \mu \)m images, especially over the water (Schmetz et al. 2002).

The 1.378-\( \mu \)m band will detect very thin cirrus clouds during the day (Gao et al. 2002). This band is centered in a strong water vapor absorption spectral region. It does not sense the lower troposphere and thus provides excellent daytime sensitivity to high, very thin cirrus under most circumstances. Correction for the presence of contrail and thin cirrus, which are possible with this band, is important when estimating many surface parameters. However, when the total precipitable water (TPW) is less than approximately 10 mm, reflectance from the surface mitigates the benefits of this band for thin cirrus detection (Sieglafl and Schmit 2003).

In conjunction with other bands, the 1.6-\( \mu \)m band will be used for daytime cloud/snow/ice discrimination, total cloud cover estimation, cloud-top phase (Hutchison 1999), and smoke detection from low-burn-rate fires. The 1.6-\( \mu \)m band has a relatively large difference between the imaginary refraction components between water and ice (Baum et al. 2000) that makes daytime water/ice cloud delineation possible; this will be very useful for aircraft routing.

The 2.25-\( \mu \)m band, in conjunction with other bands, will enable cloud particle size estimation; cloud particle growth is an indication of cloud development and intensity of that development (Kaufman et al. 1997). Other applications of the 2.25-\( \mu \)m band include use in a multispectral approach for aerosol particle size estimation (by characterizing the aerosol-free background
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**Fig. 4.** MODIS visible band (no. 1) at three different spatial resolutions (with GOES) showing lake-effect cloud bands over Lake Superior at 1720 UTC 19 Jan 2001. (upper right) The finer 0.5-km spatial resolution of the ABI simulation allows a better depiction of the cloud and lake ice features than either the 1.0-km MODIS or GOES data. All four images have been remapped to the GOES perspective.
over land), cloud screening, hot-spot detection, snow detection, and total moisture determination. The MODIS cloud mask algorithm uses a similar band (Ackerman et al. 1998).

**Infrared bands.** The shortwave IR window (3.9 μm) band (on the current GOES imagers) has been demonstrated to be useful in many applications, including fog/low cloud identification at night (Ellrod et al. 1998), fire/hot-spot identification (Prins et al. 1998), volcanic eruption and ash detection, and daytime snow and ice detection. This band is also useful for studying urban heat islands due to Planck radiance–increased temperature sensitivity at shorter wavelengths. In addition, this band will be used to study clouds.

The 6.2 and 7.0-μm bands will be used for upper-level tropospheric water vapor tracking, jet stream identification, hurricane track forecasting, midlatitude storm forecasting, severe weather analysis, and upper-level moisture estimation (Soden and Bretherton 1993; Moody et al. 1999; Weldon and Holmes 1991). The improved spatial resolution of the ABI is demonstrated in Fig. 5. The “herring bone pattern,” evident in the higher spatial resolution data, is revealing moisture structure; this scene was completely clear (with the exception of some low fog), but there was moderate/severe turbulence over this region.

The 7.3-μm band reveals information about mid- and lower-level atmospheric flow and can help identify jet streaks. It has been proven to be useful in identifying and tracking volcanic plumes due to SO₂ absorption (Realmuto et al. 1997). Vertical moisture information can be gained from comparison of measurements in all three (6.2, 7.0, and 7.3 μm) water vapor bands.

The 8.5-μm band has been used in combination with the 11.2-, and 12.3-μm bands to derive cloud-top phase (Strabala et al. 1994). This determination of the microphysical properties of clouds includes a more accurate and consistent delineation of ice clouds from water clouds during the day or night. The same three spectral bands enable detection of volcanic dust clouds containing sulfuric acid aerosols (Realmuto et al. 1997; Ackerman and Strabala 1994). Other uses of the 8.5-μm band include thin cirrus detection in conjunction with the 11.2-μm band (thus improving other products by reducing cloud contamination), better atmospheric moisture correction in relatively dry atmospheres in conjunction with the 11.2-μm band (thus improving sea surface temperature measurements), and estimation of surface properties in conjunction with the 10.35-μm band.

The thermal ozone band at 9.6 μm will provide information both day and night about the dynamics of the atmosphere near the tropopause with both high spatial and temporal resolutions (Li et al. 2001; Schmidt et al. 2004). Significant wind shear, turbulence, and tropopause folding occur in the midlatitudes, particularly during the baroclinic storms in the spring and fall. A high temporal and spatial ozone product derived from the 9.6 μm may give some indications to clear-air turbulence.

The 10.35-μm atmospheric window band is less sensitive to low-level moisture and, hence, helps with atmospheric moisture corrections, cloud particle size, and surface properties. Chung et al. (2000) demonstrated the importance of the 10–11-μm spectral region for determining particle sizes in ice clouds.

The longwave infrared window (11.2 μm) band provides day/night cloud analyses for general forecasting and broadcasting applications, precipitation estimates (Vicente et al. 1998), severe weather analyses, cloud-drift winds (Velden et al. 1998a), hurricane strength (Velden et al. 1998b; Kossin 2002).
and track analyses, cloud-top heights, volcanic ash detection (Prata 1989), fog detection in multiband products (Lee et al. 1997), winter storms, and cloud phase/particle size estimates in multiband products. A convective storm observed by both MODIS and the current GOES imager is shown in Fig. 6 to demonstrate the improvement anticipated with the ABI spatial resolution. The “warm wake” or “enhanced V” is much more evident in the higher-resolution data (McCann 1983). Also, concentric circles, indicating cloud-level gravity waves, are seen in the higher spatial resolution ABI data, but not the poorer spatial resolution GOES data. It is possible that these waves could be used as an indicator of turbulence. The MODIS data were averaged to 2 km to simulate the spatial resolutions of the ABI.

The 12.3-μm band offers nearly continuous monitoring for numerous applications, including low-level moisture determinations, volcanic ash identification (Davies and Rose 1998), sea surface temperature (SST) measurements (Wu et al. 1999), and cloud particle size estimates (from multiband applications). Dunion and Velden (2004) have shown that mid-level dust amounts (from the Saharan air layer) can be useful in determining hurricane intensification in the Atlantic basin.

The 13.3-μm band is used for cloud-top height assignments of cloud-drift motion vectors, high-cloud products supplementing Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) observations (Schreiner et al. 1993; Wylie and Menzel 1999), tropopause delineation, and estimation of cloud opacity. ABI cloud products will be further improved by combining the data with high spectral resolution sounder data from the HES (Li et al. 2004a,b); these will be useful for aviation weather forecasters, numerical weather prediction (for analysis and/or validations), and possibly determination of ash cloud heights for the Volcanic Ash Advisory Center (VAAC). Products using the 13.3 μm band are being demonstrated with the GOES-12/-N/-O/-P imagers (Schreiner and Schmit 2001; Hillger et al. 2003).

Meteosat-8 data, and ABI simulated data from MODIS, AIRS, and forward model calculations, are being used to prepare for ABI. Some of the imager products and the primary and secondary bands used to compute those products are listed in Table 3. In the table, “HES” refers to a product from the combined imager/HES

Fig. 6. Improved spatial resolution of the infrared window bands of the ABI demonstrated from MODIS data (a) for a convective cloud case. Note the colder cloud-top brightness temperatures and the sharper “Enhanced V” signature located over central Tennessee on 25 May 2000. Also of interest are the concentric anvil-layer waves observable in the higher spatial resolution IR data, associated with rapidly intensifying convection along the Missouri/Arkansas border region. These are not evident in (b), the current GOES imager data.
Table 3. Selected imager products and needed spectral coverage from the ABI. The columns labeled HES reflect products that can be improved with high spectral infrared data from the SND or CW instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample product list</th>
<th>Primary ABI band(s) (μm)</th>
<th>Secondary ABI band(s) (μm)</th>
<th>HES SND</th>
<th>HES CW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerosols/dust/smoke</td>
<td>0.47, 2.2, 8.5, 12.3</td>
<td>0.64, 0.865, 1.6, 10.3, 11.2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear-sky masks</td>
<td>0.64, 1.38, 8.5, 11.2, 12.3</td>
<td>0.47, 0.865, 1.6, 8.5, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud imagery</td>
<td>0.64, 1.38, 3.9, 11.2, 13.3</td>
<td>0.865, 8.5, 10.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud-top: Microphysics</td>
<td>0.64, 1.6, 3.9, 10.35, 11.2</td>
<td>0.865, 2.2, 8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>1.6, 8.5, 11.2, 13.3</td>
<td>0.6, 1.38, 2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure/temperature</td>
<td>8.5, 11.2, 13.3</td>
<td>3.9, 6.15, 7, 10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fires/hot spots</td>
<td>3.9, 11.2</td>
<td>0.64, 2.2, 12.3, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire burn scars</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.64, 10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricane intensity</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0.64, 3.9, 6.15, 8.5, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insolation</td>
<td>0.47, 0.64</td>
<td>0.865, 1.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land skin temperature</td>
<td>3.9, 11.2, 12.3</td>
<td>7.3, 8.5, 10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low cloud and fog</td>
<td>3.9, 11.2</td>
<td>0.64, 1.61, 10.3, 12.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfall rate/QPE</td>
<td>8.5, 11.2, 12.3, 13.3</td>
<td>0.64, 6.15, 7, 10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derived motion</td>
<td>0.64, 3.9, 6.19, 7, 7.3, 11.2</td>
<td>0.865, 1.38, 9.6, 10.3, 12.3, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea ice products</td>
<td>0.64, 1.6</td>
<td>2.2, 3.9, 11.2, 12.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea surface temperature</td>
<td>3.9, 11.2, 12.3</td>
<td>8.5, 10.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow detection (cover)</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.64, 0.865, 2.2, 3.9, 11.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₂ (upper level)</td>
<td>8.5, 7.34</td>
<td>9.6, 11.2, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface properties</td>
<td>8.5, 10.35</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended sediment</td>
<td>0.64, 0.865</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ozone</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>11.2, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence</td>
<td>6.15, 7.9.6</td>
<td>7.3, 11.2, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation index</td>
<td>0.64, 0.865</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcanic ash product</td>
<td>0.64, 3.9, 8.5, 12.3</td>
<td>7.3, 11.2, 13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of “16 band” ABI multiple panel image from 1300 UTC 11 April 2004 is presented in Fig. 7. This image over France is compiled from measurements from three separate satellite instruments (MODIS, Meteosat-8, and AIRS). MODIS data were used to simulate bands 1–4, 6, 7, 11, 12, and 14–16. Meteosat-8 was used for bands 5 and 8, while AIRS data were used for bands 9, 10, and 13. The spectral simulation is more representative for those bands derived from the high spectral resolution AIRS data due to convolution. The spatial information is more representative for those bands derived from higher spatial resolution MODIS data. The 1.378-μm band is dark because it is centered within an absorption band. Note that the snow-covered Alps are bright (reflective) in the first three visible bands, while darker (absorbing) in both the 1.6- and 2.2-μm bands. ABI will generate similar multispectral observations every 5 (for CONUS imagery) or at least 15 (for FD imagery) min.

**PRODUCTS.** Examples of ABI products are presented in the broad categories of imagery/radiances.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Current GOES imager</th>
<th>Future GOES imager</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible bands</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cloud cover, plant health, and surface features during the day, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-IR bands</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cirrus clouds, low cloud/fog and fire detection, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared bands</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Upper-level water vapor, clouds, SO₂, SST, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage rate</td>
<td>25 min for full disk</td>
<td>Approximately 5 min for full disk</td>
<td>Approximately 5 times faster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (at 300 K) in the IR window</td>
<td>0.15 K</td>
<td>0.10 K</td>
<td>No correction has been made for the larger FOV of the current GOES imager compared to that of the ABI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigation</td>
<td>4 km (day) 6 km (night)</td>
<td>&lt;2 km (day) &lt;3 km (night)</td>
<td>At the subsatellite point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial resolutions of the infrared bands</td>
<td>4–8 km</td>
<td>2 km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-orbit visible calibration</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

atmospheric products, oceanographic products, land products, and hazard detection.

**Imagery radiances.** The ABI bands, when displayed as a time series of images, will offer a multitude of applications. For example, the current GOES imager water vapor band (6.5/6.7 μm) can be used to estimate upper-level moisture (Soden and Bretherton 1993; Moody et al. 1999) and define upper-level jet streaks (Weldon and Holmes 1991). The finer spatial resolutions of the water vapor bands will allow for the monitoring of finer-scale phenomena. Multispectral ABI displays in band differences or principal component analysis (Hillger 1996) will enable even more applications. For example, the difference between the 11- and 12-μm BTs, known as the split window, helps detect dust, volcanic ash plumes, low-level moisture, and skin temperature, and aids in distinguishing between cloud types and biomass-burning aerosols (Ackerman 1996; Ackerman and Chung 1992; Moeller et al. 1996; Prata 1989; Barton et al. 1992; Hayden et al. 1996; Prins et al. 1998); outflow boundaries have also been observed in these images (Dostalek et al. 1997). The ABI not only returns the 12-μm band after its absence on the GOES-12/-N/-O/-P imagers, but also adds another win-

**Fig. 7.** A simulated “16-band” ABI multiple panel image at 1300 UTC 11 Apr 2004. This image over France is built from measurements from three separate satellite instruments (MODIS, Meteosat-8, and AIRS). For the IR bands, the blue and green colors correspond to the coldest temperatures, while the orange and red colors correspond to the warmest temperatures.
dow band at 10.35 μm to allow for additional quality control on products that currently only use two bands. The difference between the 6.7- and the 11-μm BTs has been shown to be correlated to convection (Mosher 2001). The enhanced spatial and temporal resolutions of the ABI will allow for improved monitoring of convection.

Spatially averaged clear-sky BTs are produced from the imagers for inclusion in numerical models. For example, the direct assimilation of water vapor (WV) clear-sky brightness temperatures (CSBT) from Meteosat-7 became operational at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in April 2002 using the four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4DVAR) system. ECMWF is also assimilating the hourly water vapor band from the imagers on GOES-9, -10, and -12 (Szyndel et al. 2003). The Canadian Meteorological Centre also assimilates radiances from the GOES imagers, including infrared window bands (Garand 2003). Research has also been done on directly assimilating GOES imager BTs (Raymond et al. 2004). The GOES CSBT product will be improved for ABI, due to a superior cloud mask, a higher signal-to-noise ratio, and more spectral bands representing different layers of the Earth–atmosphere system. ABI radiances will be used to derive a cloud mask that separates clear-from cloudy-sky radiances; the algorithm will start with advanced spectral and spatial tests, such as those used in the MODIS cloud mask (Ackerman et al. 1994), and will supplement these with temporal consistency tests. ABI will also have more bands for assimilation in numerical models.

Atmospheric products. Cloud products generated via the CO₂ absorption technique have been demonstrated from instruments on both geostationary and polar-orbiting platforms (Schreiner et al. 1993; Wylie et al. 1994; Wylie and Wang 1997; Wylie and Menzel 1999; Frey et al. 1999; Schreiner et al. 2001). Cloud products derived from the GOES sounder have been used to initialize numerical models (Kim and Benjamin 2000; Bayler et al. 2000). Improved cloud products from ABI will include cloud-top pressure/height, effective cloud amount (representative of cloud optical thickness), and cloud-top temperature. In addition, several new bands on ABI will allow estimation of cloud-top particle size and cloud phase. Using techniques demonstrated with MODIS (Platnick et al. 2003), cloud and surface classifications will be generated (Li et al. 2003). ABI cloud products will also be computed in conjunction with information from HES (Li et al. 2002). The high spectral observations of the HES will allow for an improved initial estimate of the cloud height and effective amount to be used with the ABI data.

Rainfall estimation techniques (Scofield and Kuligowski 2003), such as the hydro-estimator (Vicente et al. 1998), rely on the infrared window; multispectral approaches such as the GOES Multispectral Rainfall Algorithm (GMSRA) offer complementary information regarding light rainfall (Ba and Gruber 2001). These satellite rainfall estimations will be improved with the ABI higher spatial resolution (better depiction of cold cores), more frequent images (improved cell growth information), improved cloud heights (with multiple bands and HES), introduction of cloud phase (new ABI bands), better signal-to-noise ratios, and better navigation/registration. For example, the time tendency of BTs and cloud-top particle size can be used to help categorize cell growth. The time tendency of BTs can also be used to monitor storm initiation and growth (Roberts and Rugledge 2003).

The tracking of atmospheric features (Velden et al. 1997) will be enhanced using ABI data with a higher spatial resolution (better edge detection), more frequent images (offers different time intervals), a better cloud height detection (with multiple bands), additional new bands (0.865 and 1.378 μm), better signal-to-noise ratio, and better image navigation/registration. Currently, the atmospheric motion height assignment is one of the greatest sources of error (Nieman et al. 1993); these errors will be reduced with data from ABI coupled with HES.

Determination of hurricane location and intensity (Velden et al. 1998a,b; Goerss et al. 1998; Bosart et al. 2000) are well-established GOES imager products. The Objective Dvorak Technique (ODT) relies on the longwave infrared window band to monitor the strength of tropical cyclones (Velden et al. 1998a). This product will be improved with better ABI temporal and spatial resolutions; it is estimated that increased ability to detect warming in the eye and detailed structure in the cold eyewall region may lead to ODT improvements of up to half a category (M. DeMaria 2004, personal communication). ABI, in conjunction with HES, will also allow investigation of multispectral approaches for estimating hurricane intensity.

The routine high spatial resolution and “rapid” scan imagery from ABI will also have many applications, especially in the realm of serve storm monitoring (Purdom 1976). When the current imager goes into rapid or superrapid scan mode, this limits
cover in other locations, for example, in the Southern Hemisphere. With the ABI, routine coverage can continue uninterrupted while taking mesoscale sectors every 30 s.

**Oceanographic products.** The GOES platform enables frequent measurements of a given area with the same viewing angle. SST from the GOES imager (Wu et al. 1999; Legeckis et al. 2002) have been shown to have better coverage than those from polar-orbiting AVHRR as persistent viewing enables more cloud-free measurements of a given area. The ABI will allow for even more rapid viewing, giving more looks at a given region to find enough suitably clear radiances. The GOES SST has applications ranging from weather forecasting to fisheries management (Seki et al. 2001). Time animation of GOES SST fields (to deduce regions of stronger currents) have also been used for safe oil and gas operations in the Gulf of Mexico (Walker et al. 2003). ABI SST will be improved through higher spatial resolution, more frequent images, more spectral bands, better atmospheric correction (in part with data from HES), better cloud and aerosol detection, and less instrument noise.

Suspended sediments in coastal waters can be detected with a 0.865-μm band (Aquirre-Gomez 2000). While these estimates would not be as fine as that from the anticipated visible/near-infrared HES-CW imaging function, the ABI-based estimate could be used to help determine either where the HES-CW should scan or possibly to monitor changes between HES-CW observations.

**Hazards.** Detection of volcanic ash plumes is important for aviation (Casadevall 1992; Davies and Rose 1998; Hillger and Clark 2002; Ellrod 2001). ABI volcanic ash detection will rely on 12-μm data (Schmit et al. 2001) that are combined with 7.34- and 8.5-μm data. The ABI water vapor bands have been shifted to detect upper-level SO₂, as well as midlevel water vapor; line-by-line radiative transfer calculations (Hannon et al. 1996) in Fig. 8 show the sensitivity of the 7.34- and 8.5-μm bands to SO₂ for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976. If the vertical and spatial extents of the plume are sufficient, ABI should be able to detect medium to large SO₂ amounts [greater than 100 Dobson units (DU)] but probably not small amounts (less than approximately 50 DU). High spectral resolution measurements in the 7-μm region should have more sensitivity than broadband measurements for detecting SO₂ because individual absorption features can be detected, thus synergy with the HES sounder will be a key with this product. ABI bands, simulated from AIRS data from 13 July 2003, show the potential for depicting upper-level SO₂. Figure 9 shows the SO₂ plume from the eruption of Montserrat, West Indies. This figure shows a brightness temperature difference image for two ABI spectral bands, one of which has no sensitivity to SO₂. Independent SO₂ retrievals (not shown) from both AIRS and the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) show amounts between 100 and 500 DU for this case.

Detection of dust will also be improved with data from the ABI. This is not only due to the inclusion of the 8.5-μm band, but also due to the more rapid viewing, improved radiometrics, and better image navigation. For example, the 8.5-, 11-, and 12-μm bands on MODIS and other sensors have revealed sandstorms (Gu et al. 2003).

Bispectral 4- and 11-μm detection of fog (Ellrod et al. 1998) is based on the different emissivities of fog in the longwave and shortwave IR windows. Using simulated ABI data (derived from 1-km MODIS data), it has been shown that the ABI fog detection will be an improvement over that possible with the current GOES.

**Fig. 8.** Forward model calculations of ABI brightness temperature differences caused by different amounts of SO₂. The ordinate is the difference between calculated atmospheres with no SO₂ and those with different amounts of SO₂.
imager; ABI offers both improved spatial and temporal measurements, along with improved radiometrics and image navigation. For example, Fig. 10 shows the 4- and 11-\(\mu m\) band difference for the GOES-10 imager and the simulated ABI from MODIS (which has similar noise characteristics as the ABI). The ABI image (from MODIS) shows greater detail in the structure of fog/stratus than the GOES-10 image. Both images are shown in the GOES projection.

Areas of supercooled water clouds that could produce aircraft icing (Ellrod 1996) have been highlighted using GOES imager split window (11-\(\mu m\) band minus 12-\(\mu m\) band) BT differences. The ABI addition of 1.6- and 8.5-\(\mu m\) bands will improve this product both during the day and night. The improved spatial and temporal resolutions of the ABI will also allow for a clearer depiction of the cloud-top microphysical properties.

Daytime smoke/aerosols and, hence, air quality will be detectable using the ABI 0.47-\(\mu m\) band at high temporal resolutions. Due to the episodic nature of these events, the improved temporal scans from the geostationary perspective are necessary.

**Land products.** Detection of active fires using the 3.9- and 11-\(\mu m\) bands (Prins et al. 1998) will be improved by ABI spatial and temporal resolutions along with hotter maximum temperatures detectable in these bands. The geostationary perspective enables diurnal monitoring of fires. Fire locations and characteristics can then be used to improve air quality/visibility forecasts.

Diurnal monitoring of vegetation trends and health, similar to the global AVHRR vegetation monitoring (Kogan 1990; Tarpley et al. 1984), will be possible with the ABI 0.865-\(\mu m\) band (in tandem with the 0.64-\(\mu m\)). While the polar orbiters only allow a few views per day (at different viewing geometries), the ABI will offer many views (at the same viewing angles). These multiple looks increase the chance of obtaining a clear surface depiction. ABI will be able to monitor localized vegetation stress, help to estimate fire danger, and detect fire burn scars. In smoke-affected regions the ABI 2.25-\(\mu m\) band will enable an improved NDVI
Fig. 11. NDVI from MODIS data at 1640 UTC 28 Jun 2002. (a) The traditional NDVI (using 0.86- and 0.64-μm measurements) on the ordinate compared to a smoke insensitive NDVI (using 2.1 and 0.64-μm) on the abscissa for a clear scene; (b) The same for a smoky scene. The traditional NDVI is affected by smoke. (c) A MODIS “natural color” image for these regions of interest; note the thick smoke over Wisconsin, transported southward from wildfires burning in northern Saskatchewan, Canada.

product (Karnieli et al. 2001) since this band is much less sensitive to smoke than the 0.64-μm band (smoke backscatters more solar radiation at shorter wavelengths). Figure 11a shows an NDVI calculated with the MODIS 2.1-μm band in a smoke-free region that is highly correlated (correlation coefficient of 0.94) to the traditional NDVI product, but less correlated (correlation coefficient of 0.55) in regions of smoke (Fig. 11b). A MODIS “natural color” image shows the smoke over Wisconsin, west of Lake Michigan (Fig. 11c), but not over lower Michigan. Replacing shorter wavelengths, such as 0.64 μm, with a longer wavelength, such as 2.1 or 2.25 μm, results in an NDVI that is much less sensitive to smoke. Thus, to develop NDVI from ABI data, a multispectral approach that incorporates the 0.64-, 0.865-, and the 2.1-μm bands may prove to be optimal.

The skin temperature or land surface temperature (LST) will also be produced from a combination of information from the HES sounder measurements, along with the various window measurements from the ABI. In clear skies, the diurnal signature will be monitored (Hayden et al. 1996). Temperature contrasts between cities, larger lakes, and, possibly, regions of different vegetation will be apparent. The LST estimates from the GOES-R series will be improved over that from the current GOES series. This is in part due to the improved spatial resolutions, additional window channels, and combination with high spectral measurements. Another surface product that will be produced from ABI data will be the surface albedo.

Snow and ice cover, under clear conditions, will also be monitored with the ABI. Again, the improved spatial, spectral, temporal, radiometric, and image navigation improvements will improve the estimates of these products.

SUMMARY. ABI represents an exciting expansion in geostationary remote sensing capabilities and will be used for a wide range of weather, oceanographic, climate, and environmental applications. ABI addresses the needs of the many users of geostationary data by increasing spatial resolution (to better monitor small-scale features), scanning faster (to improve temporal sampling and to scan additional regions), and adding spectral bands (to enable new and improved products for a wide range of phenomena). Every product that is being produced from the current GOES imager will be improved with data from the ABI. In addition, several new products will be possible that exploit the improved spectral, temporal, and spatial resolutions. Datasets compiled from both
operational and research satellites are being used to prepare for the use of the ABI data.

Where appropriate, products will be generated from combined ABI high spatial and HES high spectral resolution data. Given the last coverage rate of the ABI, temporal collocations with HES data should be better than 5 min. Current MODIS/AIRS investigations are revealing possible future ABI/HES synergies. The GOES-R series will be an integral part of the Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS).
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